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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the system 
Au = Af(u) in R, U= 10naf2, (1) 
where f is nondecreasing with f(0) = 0 and f(u) > 0 for u > 0. It describes 
a steady-state, isothermal, and irreversible reaction in which a reactant, 
with concentration u(x) is being used up in a bounded domain Q with 852 
denoting its boundary. The positive number a is called the Thiele modulus. 
For further detail on the physical interpretation of the above problem, we 
refer to Aris [2] and Stakgold [21]. Although u is nonnegative, it may 
vanish identically in some interior region, called the dead core. Since we do 
not put a catalyst where no reaction is going to take place, it is important 
to study the phenomenon of the dead core. Another quantity of physical 
interest is the effectiveness (cf. Aris [2, p. 11) defined by the ratio of the 
actual reaction rate to the reaction rate when the interior concentrations 
are replaced by their ambient concentrations. For the problem (1.1) with 
f( 1) = 1, it is given by 
ja f(O)) d-x 
volume of Q . 
This boundary value problem (1.1) has been studied by many scientists, 
for example, Bandle, Sperb, and Stakgold [.5], Diaz and Hernandez 
[13, 141, Friedman and Phillips [17], Stakgold [20, 211, and Vazquez 
[22]. Also, a survey on problems of the type (1.1) was given by Diaz [ 12, 
Chap. 11. Corresponding parabolic problems were considered, for example, 
by Bandle [3,4], Bandle and Stakgold [6, 73, Diaz and Hernandez 
[15, 161, and Stakgold [21]. 
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Here we consider the coupled semilinear elliptic problem: 
Au = Ig(x) h(u, 21) in Q, u = a(x) on LX2; (1.2) 
Au = k Lg(x) h( u, v) in 52, v = h(x) on LX2. (1.3) 
This describes a steady-state, isothermal, and irreversible reaction in which 
two reactants, with concentrations u(x) and u(x), respectively, combine to 
form a new product. This includes the important case where h(u, u) = upvY 
for some positive numbers p and q (cf. Bobisud and Stakgold [lo]). The 
positive number k accounts for the difference in diffusivities of the two 
reactants as well as for the possibility that each molecule of one reactant 
may combine with more than one molecule of the other; g(x) specifies 
the distribution of the catalyst in Q. The boundary conditions permit 
replenishment of the reactants. 
Throughout, a(x) and b(x) are assumed to be nonnegative and non- 
trivial functions in C’ “(aa) with X? E Q2+’ for some y E (0, 1). We allow 
g(x) to vanish in a proper subregion S of Sz; the possibility that S is empty 
is also allowed. That is, S is a closed and connected set whose interior S, 
is such that its closure ?& = S with aS E C2+‘. Whether S is empty changes 
the structure of the dead cores. We assume the following conditions on 
g(x) and h(u, u): 
(Al) g is in c’(a) such that g(x) = 0 if x E S, and g(x) > 0 if x r$ S. 
(A2) h is in Cy(( - 03, cc) x (-co, CD)) such that 
(i) Iz(u, v) is positive for positive u and u, 
(ii) h(u, v) = 0 if u < 0 or v d 0, 
(iii) /r(u, u) is nondecreasing in u and v. 
In Section 2, we show that the system (1.2) and (1.3) has a unique solu- 
tion, which is nonnegative. Using comparison techniques, we study the 
behavior of u and v as i tends to infinity; the one-dimensional case was 
considered by Bobisud [9] using a different method. In Section 3, we study 
existence and nonexistence of dead cores for the system (1.2) and (1.3). The 
study of existence of dead cores for the system was suggested by Bobisud 
and Stakgold [lo]. They investigated rigorously the case g = 1 and h(u, v) 
of the form h,(u) h,(u), where hi(z) (i= 1,2) are continuous and monotone 
increasing for z 2 0 with hi(z) > 0 for z > 0 and h,(O) = 0. In Section 4, we 
study the system effectiveness (irrespective of the volume of the domain). 
The effectiveness for domains of a given volume for a (scalar) parabolic 
equation subject to zero initial and boundary conditions was investigated 
by Bandle [3]. 
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2. LIMITING BEHAVIOR 
In terms of w = ku - u and c = ka - b, the system (1.2) and (1.3) becomes 
Aw=OinQ, w=conaQ. (2.1) 
From Courant and Hilbert [ 11, p. 3361, w exists and is unique. The system 
can also be written in the form 
Au = ig(x) h(u, ku - w(x)) in Q, u=aonaQ, (2.2) 
Au = k %g(x) h((v + w(x))/k, v) in Q, v=bon%2. (2.3) 
In order to establish existence of a solution, we need the following result. 
LEMMA 1. The products g(x) h(u, ku - w(x)), and g(x) h((v + w(x))/k, v) 
are in c’/(D x (-co, co)). 
Proof Let (x,, uI) and (x,, u2) be in Q x (-co, co). Then, 
I@,> u,)-(x,, uz)I --yIg(x,)4u,> ku, -~‘(x,))-g(xZ)h(uz,kUZ-~(x2))1 
d 1(x,, ul)- (x,, 4 mi’ [Idx,) Mu,, ku, 
- 4x1)) -Mu,, kuz - w(xz))I + Mu,, ku, - 4.4) I&,) - g(xJ 1. 
Since w satisfies (2.1), there exists a positive constant w0 such that 
Iw(x,) - w(xz)l 6 wo Ix, - +I. 
Using this and the triangle inequality, 
I(u,, ku, -w(x~))- (~2, ku,- w(xd)/ 





d (k + 1 + wo)? I(u,, ku, - w(x,)) - (u,, ku, - w(xz))I -?. 
Since hEC’((-m, CO)X(-CO, co)), 
SUP{ 1(x,, u,) - (xz, uz)l pi’ IN ~1, ku, - 4x,)) - h(uz, ku, - w(xz))I ) 
d(k+l+w,)‘/sup{I(u,, ku, - w(x,)) - (uz, ku, - w(q))1 pi’ 
x Ih(u,, ku,-w(x,))-h(uz, ku,-w(x,))l} 
<a> 
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- gh) 4% 9 ku, - w(xz)N 1-c ~0. 
Hence, g(x) h(u, ku - w(x)) E Cy(B x ( - co, CO)). 
Similarly, g(x) h((u + w(x))/k, u) can be shown to be in CY(Q x 
(-co, co)). 
It follows from Lemma 1 here, and Theorem A of Amann [ 1 ] that each 
of the boundary value problems (2.2) and (2.3) has solutions which are 
nonnegative. The following results give uniqueness, and monotonicity of 
the solution with respect to ,I. 
LEMMA 2. The system (2.2) and (2.3) has at most one solution. The 
solution decreases as ;1 increases. 
Proof: Let (u,, ul) and (u,, II*) be two different solutions. Without loss 
of generality, suppose ul(x) > uz(x) for some x E Q. Then, there exists a 
subdomain o of 52 such that U,(X)> u2(x) in w and u,(x)=u~(x) on its 
boundary Bw. Since w is unique, it follows from (2.2) and (A2)(iii) that 
d(u, - u*) 2 0 in w. 
By the maximum principle, u1 - u2 < 0 in w. This is a contradiction. Thus, 
u is unique, and hence v is unique. 
The proof for the second part is similar. 
Since both u and u are bounded above and below, their limits 
U(x) = lim u(x), V(x)= lim v(x) 
A + cc i + ix) 
exist for x E Q. To determine these limits, let us consider the problems 
Aa = Ilcp(a) in @x0, p), a=A,on8B(x,,p), (2.4) 
AtI = Ag(x) cp( 0) in Q, 8 = A(x) on 80, (2.5) 
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where B(x,, p) denotes an open ball centered at x0 with radius p, A, is a 
positive constant, A is a nonnegative function in C2 + ‘(aQ), and cp is in 
ci’(( -co, co)) such that 
(i) ~(0) is positive for o>O, 
(ii) q(a)=0 for adO, 
(iii) q(a) is nondecreasing. 
To study U and V, we need the following two results. 
LEMMA 3. As 2 approaches infinity, c(x”) tends to zero. 
ProoJ: By the maximum principle, the solution 0 of the problem (2.4) 
is nonnegative. Let r = Ix-x0(. We note that (T must be a function of r 
only. For, if this were not the case, then a different solution would be 
obtained by rotating g, and that would contradict the uniqueness of the 
solution (see Keller [ 183). Thus, the problem (2,.4) is reduced to the 
two-point boundary value problem 
[rn ~ ‘a’(r)]’ = W- ‘q(o), o’(O) = 0, a(p) = A,. 




a’(r) = ,lr’ ’ s’*+ ‘cp(a(s)) ds 2 0. (2.6) 
0 
Thus, a(r) is nondecreasing on [0, ~1. Since cp is nondecreasing, we have 
Thus, 
c’(r) 2 i rcp(o(0)) on CO, PI. 
Integrating this inequality over the interval (0, p), we get 
Thus, 
Ao 3 & ~~d@o)), 
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which gives 
Hence 
lim cp(o(0)) = 0. (2.7) A + a2 
If lim, _ m a(O) > 0, then by the continuity of q(a) for G >O, lim,, r*r 
da(O)) = dimA + m o(O)), which is positive. This contradicts (2.7). Hence, 
lim A+m o(O)=O. 
LEMMA 4. As I tends to infinity, the solution e(x) of the problem (2.5) 
converges uniformly to zero on every compact subset of Q. 
Proof: Let o be a proper subdomain of 52 such that o contains S and 
the compact subset under consideration. The lemma follows by showing 
that 19 converges to zero uniformly on the closure 0 as A -+ co. For x0 on 
the boundary &q let p (>O) be such that the closure B(x,, p) c Q\S. Let 
us consider the problem 
Then, 8 d 6’ in B(x,,, p). By Lemma 3, lim,, cL 8(x,) = 0, and hence 
lim A + m 13(x,) = 0. Thus, 0 decreases monotonically to zero (as I+ -+ co) for 
all XE do. By the Dini theorem, 8 converges to zero uniformly on &u. 
From the maximum principle, 19 converges to zero uniformly on 6, and 
hence the lemma is proved. 
Let 
Q, = (XEQ1W(X)>O}, 
CL = {xEQ~W(X)<O}, 
r= {xEf2)w(x)=O). 
To investigate U and V, we consider the following four cases according to 
the values of c. 
THEOREM 5. (i) If cs0, then U=O= Yin $2. 
(ii) If ca0 and ~$0, then U= w/k and V=O in Q. 
(iii) Zf c<O and cf0, then U=O and V= -w in Q. 
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(iv) Zf c changes sign, then 
U(x) = w(x)/k and V(x) = Ofor x E 52 + \s, 
U(x) = 0 and V(x) = -w(x)for x E 52 .~ \s; 




AV=OinS,, V(x)=Oon~Sn(l2+uJJ, V(x)= -w(x)on8SnSZ_. 
(2.9) 
Proof. (i) Since c E 0 implies w EE 0 on 0, we have ku = u on ~7. The 
problem (2.2) becomes 
Au = ,lg(x) h(u, ku) in Q, u=aondQ. 
By Lemma 4, 
U(x) = lim u(x) = 0 
i-m 
for all x E Q. It follows from V(x) = kU(x) that V z 0 in 0. 
(ii) Since c >/ 0 and c $0 on %2, we have w > 0 in 52, and hence 
ku > u in 52. An upper bound V of u is given by a solution of the problem 
AC=kAg(x)h :,I? inSZ, 
c- > 
v=bonaQ. 
By Lemma 4, V(x) --) 0 as 2 + co for x E 52. Thus, V = 0 in Sz, and hence 
U=(V+w)/k=w/k in 52. 
(iii) The proof is similar to that of (ii). 
(iv) For X~E Sz, \S, let o be a subdomain of 52 such that 
x0 E o c Sz + \S. Let us consider the problem 
15 = max b(x) on 8~. 
.x- E80 
Since w > 0 in o, we have V 3 u in w. By Lemma 4, 6(x0) -+ 0 as i -+ 00. 
Thus, V(xO) = 0, and U(x,) = (w(xO) + V(x,))/k = w(x,)/k for all 
X,ESZ+\S. 
Similarly for X~E 52 _ \S, let o be a subdomain of D such that 
x,, E o c Q ~ \S. Let us consider the problem 
AU = ig(x) h(ti, kz2) in w, ii = max a(x) on do. 
rtm 
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Since w < 0 in o, we have U 3 u in o. By Lemma 4, 17(x,) + 0 as 1-+ x. 
Thus, U(x,) = 0, and V(xO) = kU(x,) - w(xO) = -w(xO) for all x0 E QP \S. 
Let U, be the solution of (2.8) on S and U,(x) = U(x) for x $ S. Then U, 
is continuous in Q. Since U(X) 3 U,(x) for x $ S, we have U(X) 3 U,,(X) on 
&S by the continuity of U,(x) and U(X). Thus, U(X) 3 U,(x) on S. Let S,: = 
{xdId(x, S)<E}, h w ere d(x, S) denotes the shortest distance from x to 
S. Also, let u,(x) be the solution of 
Au,(x) = 0 in S,, u,(x)=u(x)~~ as, 
Since U(X) decreases monotonically to U(X) on as, as A--+ co, u,(x) is 
nonincreasing with respect o 2. Thus, the limit U,(x) = lim, _ 5 u,(x) exists 
on the closure z. By the Dini theorem, u,(x) --f U(x) on as, uniformly. By 
the continuous dependence on the boundary data of the Dirichlet problem 
for the Laplace equation (cf. Courant and Hilbert [ 11, p. 290]), 
AU,(x) = 0 in S,:, U,(X) = U(X) on as, 
Since u,(x) > U(X) in S,, we have U,(x) 3 U(x) in S,,. Now for x E S, we 
have 
U,(x) 3 U(x) b U,(x). 
As E + 0, U,(x) -+ U,(x) for x E S. Thus, U(x) = U,(x) for x E S. Hence, 
U satisfies the problem (2.8) on S. Similarly, V satisfies the problem (2.9) 
on S. 
3. DEAD CORES 
Let 
It follows from the proof in Lemma 4 of Bobisud [S] that #(a) is 
decreasing in (0, A,). In this section, we consider existence and non- 
existence of dead cores. To study the system (2.2) and (2.3), we consider 
(2.4) and (2.5). Existence of dead cores for the problem (2.4) in the special 
case q(o) = @ (with p a nonnegative number) was considered by Bandle, 
Sperb, and Stakgold [S, p. 3251. By modifying the method of Keller 
[IS], we get a sufficient condition for existence of a dead core for the 
problem (2.4). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose ~7 is the solution of the problem (2.4). If $(O + ) < co 
and A > nq5*(O’)/(2p2), then c(xO) = 0. 
409!171/2-14 
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ProoJ From (2.6), 
Thus, 
o’(r) <t rcp(a(r)) on CO, PI. 
Since 
it follows that 
n-l 
o”(r)‘+ r - o’(r) = kp(a(r)), 
cfr(r) > i cp(a(r)) on CO, PI. 
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by o’(r) and integrating over 
(0, r), we have 
k { [c7’(r)12 - [o’(O)]‘} >i {:I: q(s) ds. 
Suppose o(O) # 0. Then, a(O) > 0, and j$$ q(s) ds > 0. Thus, 
Integrating over (0, p), we obtain 
which gives 
Since &a) is decreasing in (0, A,), it follows that 
2/I ‘I2 
4(Of)> ; P. ( > 
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Because &O+) is bounded, we have 
,<n42(o+) 
2p2 
This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, a(O) = 0. 
The following lemma is a modification of Theorem 1 of Vazquez [22]. It 
provides a sufficient condition for nonexistence of a dead core of the 
problem (2.5). 
LEMMA 7. Zf qS(O+) = co, then the solution 0 of the problem (2.5) is either 
identically zero on 0 or strictly positive in R. 
Proof: If A = 0, then 8 = 0 by the maximum principle. Let 
gM=~$; Cdwxm. 
Then, a lower bound (j of 0 in 52 is given by a solution of the problem 
A@ = J.g,(p@) in Q, #=A 0naQ. 








J(a) = 1;; [J;+ h(t, CC) dt] “’ ds, 
K(a) = j”oy [ ji4 h(a, t) dt j -‘I2 ds. 
As in Section 2, we consider the system (1.2) and (1.3) according to the 





THEOREM 8. Suppose CEO. 
(i) D, = D,,. 
(ii) If I < a, then for sufficiently small 6 > 0, there exist I ( >O) such 
that Q(6) c D,. 
(iii) ZfZ= 00, then D,= a. 
Proof (i) Since c E 0 implies w 5 0 and ku = v, it follows that U(X) = 0 
if and only if v(x) = 0. Hence, D, = D,:. 
(ii) Let 6, be any positive constant such that SC Q(6,). For any 
sufficiently small positive 6 (say, 6 < S,/Z), let g, = min{ g(x) 1 x $ Q(6,) 
and x~Q(6/3)}. Then, g, > 0. Let YE i%2(?1) and U be a solution of the 
problem 
AU = Agn, h( U, kii) in B( y, d/2), C=a,onaB(y,6/2). 
We have U 2 u in B(y, h/2). Since I< co, it follows from Lemma 6 that if 
1>2nZ2/(g,62), then U(y)=O. Thus, u(y)=0 for all yEaQ(h). By the 
maximum principle, tc = 0 on the closure Q(6). Hence, 52(a) c D,. 
(iii) Since w = 0, we have 
Au = ig(x) h(u, ku) in Q. 
It follows from a 2 0 and Lemma 7 that u > 0 in Q. Hence, D, = @. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose c > 0 and c f 0. 
(i) D,=@. 
(ii) Suppose K(c/k) < CC if c is a constant, and K(cY) < CC for all 
a > c,,/k if c is not a constant. Then for all sufficiently small 6 > 0, there 
exist i (>O) such that Q(S) c D,.. 
(iii) Zf K(a,)= co, then D,= @. 
Proof. (i) Since c 3 0 and c f 0 imply w > 0 in Q, we have ku > v in Q. 
Hence, u > 0 in Q, and D, = a. 
(ii) Let 6, be any positive constant such that SC Q(6,). For any 
sufficiently small positive 6 (say, 6 = 6,/2), let g, = min{ g(x) (x # Q(c~,) 
and x E 0(~5/3)}. Then, g, > 0. Let y E X?(6), and V be a solution of the 
problem 
di?=kAgmh(tr,,C)in B 





if c is a constant, 
~‘=ltmin{~(~)l~~~(q)i if cisnotaconstant. 
Then for x E B(y, d/2), 
Thus, 63 u in B(y, d/2). If c is not a constant, then w cannot attain its min- 
imum in Sz. Thus, ~1~ > c,/k. By assumption, K(cr,) < co. It follows from 
Lemma 6 that V(y) = 0 for /z 3 2nK2(a,)/(g,6*). For such IV, v(y) = 0 for all 
y E &S(d). By the maximum principle, v c 0 on a(S). Hence, Q(6) c D,. 
(iii) Let _o be a solution of the problem 
d_v = k Lg(x) h(a,, _v) in Q, g=vondQ. 
Since a,,,, > u in 9, we have v > _u in 0. By Lemma 7, _v > 0 in Q. Thus, u > 0 
in 0. Hence, D, = @. 
A proof similar to that of Theorem 9 gives the following results. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose c d 0 and c f 0. 
(i) D,.=Qr. 
(ii) Suppose J( - c) < co if c is a constant, and J(E) < cz, for all CI > c,, 
if c is not a constant. Then for all sefficiently small 6 > 0, there exist 2 ( > 0) 
such that Q(6) c D,,. 
(iii) [f J(b,) = co, then D, = 0. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose c changes signs. 
(i) D,cR urand D,cQ, UT. 
(ii) For x0 E r, ifxo lies on the boundary of a hall in D or Q + , then 
x,$D, andx,$D,. 
(iii) Jf J(cc) < cc for all CI > 0, then for all suificiently small 6 > 0, there 
exist I (>O) such that Sz- (8)~ D,,. 
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(iv) V K(a)< f w or all CI > 0, then for all sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
there exist I (>O) such that Q+(6) c D,. 
(v) ZfScQ- andJ(cr)<ooforalla>O, thenScD,forsufficiently 
large A. 
(vi) Zf S c Q + and K(U) < co for all M > 0, then SC D, for sufficiently 
large 1.. 
(vii) If S intersects both Q, and Q_, then S, n D, = @ and 
So n D, = 0. Moreover, $x0 (4s) lies on the boundary of a ball in S,, then 
x,$D, andx,$D,. 
(viii) Zf J(b,,,,) = co, then D, = a. 
(ix) Zf K(a,) = co, then D, = @. 
Proof (i) For XE D,, w(x) = -v(x) < 0. Thus, x E Q _ u l? Hence, 
D,c!L u r. For XE D,, w(x)=ku(x)>,O. Thus, XESZ, u r. Hence, 
D,csZ+ ul-. 
(ii) If X~E D, or X~E D, for some X~E r, then u(xO) = 0 = u(xO). 
Since both u and v attain a minimum at x0 E Q, any directional derivative 
of u and v must be zero there. Thus any directional derivative of w at x,, 
is zero. On the other hand, if x0 (Er) lies on the boundary of a ball in sZ_ 
or Q,, then its outward normal derivative is nonzero by the Hopf lemma. 
We have a contradiction. 
(iii) Let g,= min{g(x)IxEK(6/3)}. Then g, >O. Let ye &X(s), 
and U be a solution of the problem 
Afi=;lg,h(i&cc,)in B y,: , 
( > 
ii=a,onaB y,! , 
( > 
where cl,=min{ -w(x)(xEE(6/3)}. Then for XE B(y, h/3), 
u(x) =/w(x) - w(x) 
2 -w(x) 
Thus, U 3 u in B(y, d/3). Since J(cc,) < co, it follows from Lemma 6 that 
C(y)=0 for A~9nJ2(cc,)/(2g,6*). For such 2, u(y)=0 for all y~aQ-(8). 
By the maximum principle, u z 0 in !2 _ (6). Hence, !2 _ (6) c D,. 
(iv) With E,>,9nK2(cr,)/(2g,J2), the proof is similar to that of (iii). 
(v) Let w-(6)= {XGK Id(x, aK)>s)}. Since Sck, there 
exists a positive constant 6, such that S c o ~ (6,). By (iii), o _. (6,) c D, for 
A sufficiently large. Hence, S c D, for sufficiently large J*. 
(vi) The proof is similar to that of (v) (by using (iv) instead of (iii)). 
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(vii) Since g(x) =0 in S,, we have Au=0 and Au=0 in S,. If 
Son D, #Qr, then u-0 on S by the maximum principle. Thus, 
S n 0, = a. This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, So n D, = QT. 
Similarly, So n D, = 0. 
To prove the second part, if x0 E &S n D, such that x0 lies on the bound- 
ary of a ball in S,, then by the Hopf lemma, any outward directional 
derivative of u at x0 is negative. Since u attains its minimum at x0 E Q, any 
directional derivative of u at x0 must be zero. We have a contradiction. 
Thus, x0 $ D,. Similarly, x0 $ D,. 
(viii) Let u be a solution of the problem 
Au = Lg(x) h(u, bM) in Q, t_c=aonaQ 
Since b, 2 v in 0, we have u > _u in Q. By Lemma 7, u > 0 in Q. Hence, 
D,=@. 
(xi) The proof is similar to that of (viii). 
4. EFFECTIVENESS 
Since a E C * + ‘(&2), the problem, 
Ap=OinSZ, p=aondQ, 
has a unique solution. Let us take this solution as an extension of a on 8, 
and denote it by a. Similarly, we denote the corresponding extension of b 
on 0 by b. With these, the effectiveness for the system (1.2) and (1.3) is 
given by 
[a g(x) &4x), 4x1) dx 
’ = ja g(x) Ma(x), Hx)) dx’ 
We note that q < 1. In particular, it reduces to that for the problem (1.1) 
withy(l)= 1. 
A good domain where the reaction takes place is one in which no dead 
core appears and the effectiveness i high. Bandle [3] showed that for a 
scalar parabolic equation subject to homogeneous initial and first bound- 
ary conditions, sufficiently thin domains of the same volume have these 
properties. We would like to show that this is true for the system (1.2) and 
(1.3) (irrespective of the size of the volume) for the following two types of 
domains: 
P = (0 c IF’ 1 Sz lies between two parallel (n - 1 )-dimensional hyperplanes 
at a distance 2p, that is, all domains of breadth <2p}, 
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C = {Q c R” ( Q is a convex domain of inradius p, which is defined 
as the radius of the largest ball contained in 0). 
Let us consider the boundary value prolem 
AT= -1 inR, t=OondSZ. (4.1) 
The above problem is called the Torsion problem. It was considered, for 
instance, by Sperb [ 19, pp. 85-871 for the case n = 2. The following lemma 
gives a bound for the solution of (4.1). 
LEMMA 12. Let tM = max{ r(x)] x E D}. Then, 
0) ~~ d p2/2.for Q E P. 
(ii) zM 6 2p2 for Q e C. 
Proof (i) Let us consider the one-dimensional problem 
K’(X)= -1 forxE(--,p), K(--p)=o=K(P). 
We have r,,,, d K~, where K,,, = max{K(x)] -p<xdp}. By direct calcula- 
tion, K~ = p2/2. Thus, rM d p2/2. 
(ii) Let x, be a point where r attains its maximum, and x, be a 
point on aa closest to xM. Also, let s be the length of the line segment L 
joining x1 and x,~. Then 
on L. By Lemma 3.1 of Bandle, Sperb, and Stakgold [S], we have 
IVt(x)\’ d 2$x) for x E Q. Thus, 
4x1 - < (2t(x))l”. 
ds 
This gives 
Wx) -< (2r,)‘? 
ds 
Hence, 
Since p is the radius of the largest ball contained in 52, lx,,, - x,( d p. 
Hence, t,,,, d (2t,)‘:2 p. That is, t,,,, < 2~‘. 
To study the effectiveness, we need the following result. 
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LEMMA 13. There is a positive constant cc, such that 
a-udk,g,h(a,, bM)p2, 
h - u 6 AC, g,h(a,, b,+,) p’. 
Proof: Let U, = a - U. Then 
Au, = -ig(x) h(u, v) in Q, 24, =OondQ 
Thus, 
By Lemma 12, 
-k,h(a,, bM) in Sz. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where c0 = l/2 if Q E P, and c0 = 2 if Q E C. Thus, we have (4.2). 
Similarly, (4.3) is true. 
We remark that if a and b are positive, then Lemma 13 implies that for 
sufficiently small p, u and v are positive and hence there is no dead core. 
We now establish the desired property of the effectiveness. 
THEOREM 14. If there exists a positive constant c, such that 
J’ g(x) dx d cl g(x) h(a(x), b(x)) dx, n I R 
then the effectiveness 4 tends to 1 as p approaches 0. 
Proof It follows from h E Cy(( - x, $m) x (- m, m)) and Lemma 13 
that there exists a positive constant A4 such that 
!” 
0 
gb) h(a(,y), M-x)) d-x - J g(x) h(u(x), v(x)) d-x 
a 
,< A4 s g(x)(((a(x) - u(x))? + (b(x) - u(x))?) dx n 
G 2W% g,d(a,, 6,) P')" Jr> g(x) d-y, 
which, by the hypothesis, is less than or equal to 
2Mc,(hgMh(aMt b,) p’)’ Ia g(x) h(a(x), H-x)) dx. 
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Thus, 
1 -q < 2Mc,(Ac, g,h(a,, h,) p2y, 
which tends to 0 as p approaches 0. Hence, the theorem is proved 
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